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Introduction.

It is generally recognized that in order to show that an actual solution of the

physical problem is given by the formal series arising in many problems of

mathematical physics, it is necessary to apply the theory of convergence

factors to these series. Results in this direction of the greatest generality

have been obtained by a method originated by Fejer,! and applied by him

to problems involving the ordinary Fourier's series.

In a previous paper Î the writer has applied Fejér's method to problems

that involve developments in Bessel's functions. The object of the present

paper is to make such an application to problems that involve the development

of a function of two variables in a double Fourier's series. Such a discussion

naturally involves the consideration of certain general facts in the theory of

the summability of double series, a theory that has as yet been scarcely

touched on. We have not made, however, any attempt to found a very broad

theory of this sort. Such an attempt would have led us too far from the

central aim of the paper, and in any case it seems preferable that the theory

of summability of double series should be developed at first from the point

of view of its applications, and that the study of such a theory from the abstract

point of view can be made to better advantage when the facts of widest use

in the application of the theory have been brought to light.

The consideration of the summability of double series naturally suggests the

consideration of the summability of multiple series of any order, and the study

of the summability of the double Fourier's series suggests the study of the

summability of the triple Fourier's series and the problems connected with it.

Generalizations of the results of the present paper to such cases may be ob-

tained by methods similar to those employed in the subsequent discussion.

* Presented to the Society, April 29, 1911, and December 27, 1911.
t Cf. his well-known memoir, Untersuchungen über Fouriersche Reihen, Mathematische

Ann alen, vol. 58 (1903-04), p. 51.
Î These Transactions, vol. 10 (1909), p. 391.
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§ 1.    Summability of Double Series.   Definitions and General Facts.

We will begin this section by defining the type of summability of double

series that we shall be concerned with in this paper. Consider the double

series
an + ais + a« +

+ a2i + «22 + a23 +

+ 031 + Ö32 + «33 +

and form

r(Jfe+i»-t) T(k + n-j)

PQ •
J>=1, î=l

(2) S«     ¿^T{k)T(n-i+l)    T(k)T(n-j+l)°ij>
where

(3) su =   If   a
If the quotient

(4)

where
(5) Aw =     r(m + *) r(n + 4)

r(jfe+i)r(i») r(A + i)r(n)'

approaches a limit as m and n become infinite, the double series (1) will be

said to be summable (Ck)* and to have a value equal to this limit. This

type of summability for double series is seen to be entirely analogous to the

type of summability for simple series first considered by Cesaro.

In the above definition k may be any quantity real or complex, except zero

or a negative integer. The definition may at once be extended to the case

k = 0, if we assume that for this value of k the right-hand sides of (2) and (5)

have the value that they approach as k approaches zero. It is then seen that

summability ( CO ) is the same as convergence.! In this paper we shall restrict

ourselves to the cases where k is a positive integer or zero. The discussion

of non-integral orders of summability for double series seems to have no special

bearing on the applications we wish to make, and would therefore lead us too

far away from the central object of this investigation. f

We now wish to develop some properties of S* and A™.   It is evident

* We follow here a notation introduced by G. H. Hardy. See Proceedings of the

London Mathematical Society, ser. 2, vol. 6 (1908), p. 257.
t We refer here to convergence as defined by Pringsheim. See Münchener Sitz-

ungsberichte, vol. 27 (1897), p. 101, and Enzyklopädie der mathematischen Wissen-

schaften, vol. I, A 3, p. 97.   Also cf. Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series, Chap. V.
t Non-integral orders of summability of ordinary series have been discussed recently by

Chapman, Knopp, Ottolenqhi, and M. Rrssz.
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from the definitions of these quantities that

oo, m oo, oo

(6) £   S™x»y» ~ (1 - x)-" (1 - y)~k    £   s^x^y",
m=l,»=l nisi. n=l

(7) £   A™**ir<»zy(l-zr<M*>(l-j,)-<*™,
m—1, n=l

where the sign ~ is used in the sense that if the expressions on the two sides

of this sign are expanded in ascending powers of x and y. the coefficients of

corresponding terms on the two sides will be equal. The second expression

could obviously be written as an equality, since the series on both sides converge

absolutely when x and y are less in absolute value than unity. Furthermore,

it would not be difficult to show that the same is true of the first relation for

the type of series considered in this paper. However, as the expansions are

used merely as a device to obtain more simply certain relations between the

S's, the s's, the a's, and the A's, relations which depend only on the equations

(2), (3), and (5), and which subsist whether the expansions in (6) are convergent

or not, it does not seem worth while to consider the question of convergence.

We have at once from (7)

Z A™x«>y" c» xy^ + x+tf-r- ■ ■ ■) (l + y+y2+ •■ ■) (I- x)-k(l-y)-k,
i, j

and on equating the coefficients of af* yn on the two sides, we obtain

<*>    ^•=XC+rr1)C+::r1).
so that the denominator in the quotient (4) is equal to the sum of the coef-

ficients of the s's in the numerator.    That is to say, we are dealing here with a

weighted mean of the sums, just as in Cesaro's method for ordinary series.

Furthermore, since obviously

oo ,   oo no ,  ao

£ smnxmyn ~ (1 + x + a?+ ••■) (1 + y + y2 + •••) £ amnxmyn,
i,i i, i

it follows from (6) that

(1 - *)*+> (1 - y)M E SSüa-jT ~ fa»,,*»»",
1,1 i,i

whence, equating coefficients on both sides, we obtain

« «--X(-i),<-lK»Jîi.-)(i+lîii)**-*
where for the sake of uniformity we have set

(10) S% = 0 (por 5=i0).
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Finallv we have from the definition of A(¿i

and hence

(ID

J^mk~nk= {T(k+l)V-'

Â£L <.J/m*n* (",»■1,2,3, ),

where M is a positive constant.

It is evident that if our definition of summability is to be of wide use, it

must be consistent with the more fundamental definition of convergence.

That is to say, if a double series is convergent in accordance with the definition

of Pringsheim, it should be summable (Ck) for any k > 0, and to the same

value. We are naturally led to suspect that our definition will satisfy this

requirement on account of its analogy to Cesàro's definition, which is known

to satisfy a similar requirement. We shall find that it does so for a very wide

class of convergent double series, namely for those for which

(12)
¡S(0)

! **mn

<C (m, n = l, 2, 3, )■

where C is a positive constant. Moreover, when the condition (12) is satisfied

for a convergent double series, not only will the ratio S^/A^l approach

the same value as sm„ when m and n become infinite, but also it will have in

common with smn the property expressed by (12), namely of remaining less

in absolute value than the positive constant C for all values of m and n.

In order to avoid any inconsistency between the theory of summability and

that of convergence, or in the theory of summability itself, we will restrict

ourselves to the consideration of double series for which

(13)

and at the same time

(14)

S(i)
hm -jfä exists,

ss.
AW <c (m, n - 1, 2, 3, ),

where C is a positive constant, for k equal to zero or some positive integer.

It is possible that some or all of this restriction might be removed. We

have not attempted to settle that question in the present paper for two reasons :

first, because the series whose summability we proposed to investigate, namely

the double Fourier's series, satisfies the restriction; secondly, because in the

theorems about convergence factors that we needed for the applications, the

same restriction naturally presented itself. However, from the standpoint

of a general theory of summability for double series, it is desirable that the

necessity of the restriction, or part of the restriction, should be investigated.
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If it should turn out that the condition (14) was necessary for consistency in

our definitions, it would seem preferable to define the order of summability

of a series as the lowest value of k for which both (13) and (14) are satisfied.

This, however, would necessitate either imposing the condition (12) in our

definition of convergence, or having summability of order zero to agree with

convergence only for the class of series for which (12) is satisfied.

Before proceeding to the discussion of the theorem of consistency, we wish

to introduce a notation that we shall have occasion to use frequently in this

paper, and which we shall use for the first time in the course of establishing

the first of two lemmas needed in the proof of the theorem of consistency.

The object of this notation is to furnish an abbreviation for certain expressions

formed from a double sequence of quantities by selecting a square array of

terms from the sequence, attaching to the terms certain binomial coefficients

with signs that are alternately plus and minus, and taking the sum of all the

resulting quantities. The most general form of such an expression is the

following:

(15>        X,(-1,'<-1,,G+tir)(.+ti.K*-
It will be seen that this expression bears to the double sequence /,-,-

(i, j = 1,2,3, •••),a relation entirely analogous to that borne to a simple

sequence by certain expressions known as (k-\- 1 )th differences of such a

sequence. Hence we may refer to expressions of the form (15) as the ( k + 1 )th

differences of the corresponding double sequences. Moreover, we will adopt

for such expressions a notation analogous to that used for differences of an

ordinary sequence; this notation is completely defined by the following ex-

pression which represents the quantity (15),

(16) AÎtUn-

We are now ready to prove the two lemmas needed in the proof of the

theorem of consistency.

Lemma 1.   If we have two double sequences

(17) a„n, bmn (»,»-1,2, 3, •••),

such that
A} a«,

(a)
A}6„

< C (to, n =0, 1, 2, 3, •••),*

where C is a positive constant,

(b) Ajfw>0 (m,n=0, 1,2,3, •••),

* In forming Ai a»,, and a! fcm„ for m or n = 0 , we put for the sake of uniformity

a„» = 0 = 6«, (m or n = 0 ).
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(c)

(d)
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lim r^ = O,
p=a Opq

lim^ = 0     (m, - = 1,2,3,
q=m Opq

),

where the limits (d) are approached uniformly, the first for all positive integral

values of q, the second for all positive integral values of p,

(e)

then we shall have,

(18)

and furthermore

(19)

,.     A|a„n
lim Ai,     exists;

Ojnn

bmn

lim

<c

Omn

(m, »-1,2, 3, ),

m. n=oo umn

will exist and be equal to the limit in (e).*

We will establish first the inequality (18).   We have from conditions (a)

and (6)

I A} a„„ | < CA\ 6mn {m, » - 1, 2, 3, •••),
and hence

m—I. n—1 to—1, »—1

(20) £    |Aioö|<C    £   Aj6y.
<=0, j=0 i=0, ¿=0

But obviously
to—lt n—1 to—I, n—X

Omn =       £      Ai O0, 6m„ =       £     Ai 6,y,
i=0, J=0 i=0, j=<¡

so that, in view of condition (6) and (20), we have

(21)
dmn

in—1, n—I

Z    |Aia<y|

<   TO-'n-, -<C      («,».-1,2,3, )•

£    Ai6,y

It now remains to be shown that the limit (19) exists and is equal to the

limit in (e).

Since the limit va. (e) exists, we can find a u and v corresponding to any

arbitrarily small, positive quantity e, such that

I- €< TTT- <l+e
Al omn

(m^u\

where / is the value of the limit in (e).   Hence, in view of condition (6), it

* This lemma is a generalization to double sequences of a theorem for ordinary sequences

due to Stolz.   Cf. Bromwich, Infinite Series, p. 378.
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follows that

(22) (I- e)A\ bmn < A{ a™ < (Z + ,) A\ bmn (l|i)-

If we add the inequalities of the form (22) for all pairs of values of m and n

such that /i^TO^p, »» ̂ n ^ g, we obtain

(I — e) (bpq — b^q — bpv + b^y) < apg — am — apv + a„„

< (1+ e) (bPQ- buq- bpv + 6M„).

If now we take p and q so large that 6P4 > 0, which we can evidently do in

view of condition (c), we can divide the last inequality through by bvq. This

gives us

/ i _       -, / i   _ îVï _ ^Pv    i    bjLV \    .. O'pq _ O^î _ 0>pv    ,   a^y

\ Opq        Opq        Opq / Opq        Opq        Opq        Opq

(23)

<(Z+e)(l-^-^ + ^).
\ Opq Opq Opq/

But from conditions (c) and (d) it follows that the limit

Um ri-r!-r2+!H
P, i=" L °P1        °pq        OpqJ

exists and is equal to unity.   Moreover, since

"¡iq "pv     ■ "nv M-ï    f*î    {"pv      ®pv     i    "ftv

Opq Opq Opq O f/,q        Opq Opy       Opq Opq

it follows from conditions (c) and (d) and the inequality (21) that the limit

lim l"-^'-S*+£*-"]
í>,«=«°   L Opq Opq Op«J

exists and is equal to zero.   Hence we obtain from (23)

I- e^Hm^Irn^^Z+e.
Opq Opq

Since « is an arbitrarily small positive quantity, it follows at once from the

last inequality that

hm^=Km"^=i\
Opq Opq

Consequently the limit (19) exists and is equal to I, the value of the limit

in (e).   Our lemma is therefore proved.

Lemma 2.   If the double series (1) is summable (Ck), and furthermore

S2.
(24) -ßj    <C (TO,n = l,2,3,  •••),
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where C is a positive constant, the scries will be summable ( C k + 1 ) to the same

value, and furthermore we shall have

(25) "" -,j I < C ( m , n = 1 , 2 , 3 ,  • • • ).' mn

From relations (6) and (7) it follows at once that

E tfl+,)*"0" ~ ( i + -r + ** + ■ • • ) ( i + y + y' + • • • ) £ s« a- y",
1, I

ce, a-.

E Jl+1)i"y»~ (l + .r + .r2+ • • • ) (1 + y + y2+ • ■ • ) É4îi*"îf,
i, i i, i

whence, on equating coefficients of corresponding terms, we have

70, »i TO, tt

(26) si+» = Es#.    4r> = £^.
1,1 1,1

From these two equations we obtain

\-l ) Omn —   ¿*l «»-l,»—1, -1to,» —   "1 'lm-l,M-l>

where for the sake of uniformity we make use again of the notation (10).

We are now ready to apply Lemma 1, taking for the first sequence in (17)

the quantities SU«", and for the second sequence the quantities ■dm«1'- It

follows at once from condition (24) of the present lemma, and equation (27),

that condition (a) of Lemma 1 is satisfied; that condition (6) is satisfied is

an immediate consequence of the second equation in (27) and the definition of

A^n (see equation (5)). It also follows without difficulty from the same de-

finition that (c) and (d) of Lemma 1 are satisfied, and that condition (e) is

satisfied follows from the hypothesis of the present lemma that the double

series (1) is summable (Ck).

Since all the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied by the quantities under

consideration, it follows from that lemma that

Sc"+1)
1KJ»m

exists and is equal to
A1 S(k+1) S(*>

hm Ar-4(*-+~T)=   hm  -¡^,
"I ^lmn TO, n=w -^m»m, n=oo '

that is that the series (1) is summable ( C k + 1 ) and to the same value to which

it is summable (Ck).

It also follows from Lemma 1 that

I S<*+1)
i)

\-™-mn

The present lemma is, therefore, completely established

< C (*»,» = !, 2, 3, •••).
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We are now prepared to establish the theorem of consistency which may

be stated as follows:

Theorem I. // the series (1) is summable (Ck), where k is zero or any

positive integer, and if furthermore

\Slk)

AS.
< C (to, n = 1, 2, 3, ••• ),

where C is a positive constant, then the series will be summable ( Ck' ), where k'

is any integer greater than k, and to the same value, and furthermore we shall have

< C (to, n = l, 2,3, •••)

If k' — k = 1, this theorem reduces to Lemma 2. If k' — k = r > 1,

the theorem follows at once from r successive applications of Lemma 2.

Before closing this section we wish to define uniform convergence and uniform

summability of double series, and point out a few facts in this connection.

If the terms of the series (1) are functions of x and y throughout a certain region

R of the x, y-plane, and furthermore smn, defined by equation (3), approaches a

limit uniformly for all values of x and y in R as m and n become infinite, we

shall say that the double series (1) is uniformly convergent. The definition

for any other number of variables is entirely analogous. Similarly we define

the series to be uniformly summable (Ck) in R if the quotient (4) approaches

a limit uniformly for all values of x and y in R, us m and n become infinite.

It is easy to show that if the terms of a double series are continuous through-

out a region in which the series is uniformly convergent or uniformly summable,

the function which the series represents will be continuous. The proof is

entirely analogous to the well-known proof for simple series that a uniformly

convergent series of continuous functions defines a continuous function. More-

over, it is easy to establish a test for the uniform convergence of a double

series analogous to the well-known test of Weierstrass for the uniform con-

vergence of a simple series, namely to show that if the general term of a double

series is less in absolute value than the general term of a convergent double

series of positive constants, throughout a certain region, the given double

series will converge uniformly throughout that region.

§ 2.    Convergence Factors in Double Series.

Before entering on the subject matter of this section we wish to define one

further notation that we introduce for the sake of brevity. In analogy with

the abbreviated notation introduced to represent the expression (15), we will set

k+l-q, k+l-p (      Í. _|_ 1       \  /       7. _|_ 1       \

(28) aîîî:?/, =   r Z=o  ( - i y ( - i)- (k +;_ r ) (, +\ _ ,)/*,,-+..

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 6
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It will be observed that the expression on the right-hand side of (28) is equal

to the expression (15) with certain of its terms suppressed. The number of

terms suppressed and the ones which are suppressed, are indicated by the

second upper and lower indices added to the expression (16) to form the left-

hand side of (28). For the cases in which p or q is equal to k + 1 we shall

adopt a simpler way of writing the left-hand side of (28)*; thus we shall set

(29) àUWh = A*+1, Ja,       àî&Uif« = A**»/«,.

This notation having been explained, we are ready to prove the theorems on

convergence factors that we shall consider in this paper. We begin by con-

sidering the case of convergence factors in double series that are summable

( C\ ). The results that we shall establish .for this case are special cases of the

results that we shall obtain later on for the case of convergence factors in

series summable (Ck). However, as these special cases are the ones that

we shall make use of in the applications of this paper, it seems worth while to

prove them separately, especially as the proof is considerably simpler than

the proof of the general case.

Lemma 3.    // the double series (1) is summable (Cl), and moreover

|S(1)
(30) < C (m, n = 1, 2, 3, ••• ),

I Ami

where C is a positive constant, then for all positive values of a and ß the series

<X>,  CO

(31) E    amnfmn(a,ß)

will converge and have the same value as the series

(32) £   8&A2fy (a, ß),
1=1,3=1

which will also be convergent, provided the convergence factors fa (a, ß) satisfy

the following conditions:

CO, 00

(a) E   ij I tâfa (a, ß) | < K, a positive constant        ( a, ß > 0 ),
i=ij=i

Q>) Hm mEil/m; (a, 0) | = 0 (a,ß>0),
m=oo        ¿=1

CO

(c) lim n£¿ |/in (a, /?) | = 0 (a,/3>0),
n=so      i—l

(d) lim   [mnfmn(a, ß)] = 0 (a,p>0),

* If either p or q is equal to zero, the zero value will be omitted.
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it being understood of course that the limiting processes indicated in conditions

(a), (b), (c), and (d), all have a meaning.

Substituting in the expression

(33) I*,-/«
1,1

the value of ay given by putting k = 1 in (9), and rearranging the terms

according to suffixes of S, we obtain the expression *

ro—2, n—2 i=m—t

£ sf.VAi/#+ £ sWiAr1/.-,»-!
1,1 1=1

+ 'if SftA2/tn+ £ SSL,,, A?,,/^,,-
(34) *=i ¿-»

j=n-2

+   2-1   S\nj A fmj + Om-i, »_i A2¡ lfm—1, n-1
i=l

+ «£»/».» + ÄL,, n A2, !/„_!. „ + «¡g—■ A'' 7«. n-1 .

We shall show that for positive values of a and ß, each term of the expression

(34) approaches a limit as m and n become infinite, and that every term but

the first approches the limit zero. From this it will follow that the series (31)

converges for all positive values of a and ß and to the same limit as the series

* The simplest way to see that the expression (34) is identically equal to the expression (33)

is the following: On expanding the terms of (33), we observe that each term of the double

summation in (34) is obtained by selecting according to a fixed rule one term out of each of the

expansions of nine terms of (33), these terms of (33) forming a square array whose upper left

hand corner is the term with subscripts p and q , in the case where we are forming the term in

the double summation of (34) whose subscripts are p and q . It is easily seen in this way that

all the terms in the double summation of (34) can be obtained from the expansions of the terms

of (33), and that this process uses up all the terms in the expansions of the ( m — 2) (n — 2 )

terms of (33) lying in a rectangle ( to — 2 ) terms high and (n — 2) terms broad whose upper

left-hand corner is the first term of (33), and some of the terms in the expansions of each of the

other terms. It remains to verify the fact that the remaining terms in the expansions of the

terms of (33) are identically equal to the terms in (34) after the first. This is easily seen by

selecting terms from the expansions according to the same rule by which the terms of the

double summation of (34) were obtained. It is obvious that such a process will give us in-

complete terms of the form of the terms in this double summation, and that the degree of in-

completeness depends on the position with regard to the edges of the rectangle of mn terms

formed by (33), of the term in whose expansion we select the first term to form the term of

(34). The terms of (34) whose first terms are taken from one of the terms in the first (to—2)

terms of the ( n — 1 )th column in the double summation (33) form the first single summation

in (34) ; the terms of (34) whose first terms are taken from one of the first ( to — 2 ) terms of the

nth column of (33) form the second single summation of (34), and so on. By accounting for

all terms whose first term comes from the expansion of one of the terms of (33) that lie in the

last two rows, the last two columns, or both, we get all the terms of (34) and we use up all the

terms in the expansions of the terms of (33).

An entirely similar process will enable us to make the more complicated reduction required

later on to reduce (33) to (49).
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(32) whose convergence will be established in proving that the first term in (34)

approaches a limit as m and n become infinite. Thus our lemma will be

completely established.

Consider first the first term in (34). This term is the sum of the

(m — 2)(n — 2) terms of the series (32) contained in a rectangle ( m — 2 )

terms high and ( n — 2 ) terms broad, taken from the upper left-hand corner

of that series.    In view of (30), we have for the general term of (32)

(35) | 52i Alfmn \<Cmn\ A\fmn |   (m ' n = ^ ^'03 ' " ' ) .

But it follows from condition (a) that the series whose general term is the

expression on the right-hand side of (35) is convergent. Hence the series

(32) is absolutely convergent, and consequently the first term in (34) ap-

approaches a limit as m and n become infinite. That the sixth, seventh,

eighth, and ninth terms approach zero as m and n become infinite is an im-

mediate consequence of conditions (30) and (d). It remains to show that the

same is true of the second, third, fourth, and fifth terms.

The second term of (34) is in absolute value less than or equal to

TO—2 TO—2 TO—t

EI s^-,/,-, „_i I + 2 £ | sV,>_i/Vi. -i I + £ I s^n-i/,+2, n-i I
<=1 fc=l <=1

»t—2 »*—2 m—2

+ 2 £ | SÇV-i/* I + 4 £ I SSV-i/iH, „ I + 2 £ ISÇU/V», « I,
<=1 i=l <=1

which in view of (30) is in turn less than

TO—2 TO—2 TO—2

C (n - 1 ) £ i I/,-, „_i I + 2C (n - 1 ) £ i \fm, „_i \+C (n-1) £ i I/**._, |
i=l 1=1 i=l

m—2 in—2 m—2

+ 2C(n-l)E*|/*.| + 4C(n-l)E*l/*fi..l + 2C(n-l)Et|/*f«.»|
i=l <=1 <=1

m m

<4C(n-l)£x|/Í!n_i| + 8íJ(n-l)E¿|/ín|.
i=i <=i

It follows at once from condition (c) that the expression on the right-hand

side of the last inequality approaches zero as m and n become infinite. Hence

the second term of (34), which is always less in absolute value than this ex-

pression, must also approach zero as a limit.

Consider now the third term of (34). It is obviously in absolute value

less than or equal to

EI sft/,n | + 2 £ | swfi+u „ i + £ 18lifi+2, „ |,<=i i=i <=i
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which in view of (30) is in turn less than

»1—2 m—2 m—2

Cn £ i | fin | + 2C« £ i |/í+l. „ | + Cn £ i \fi+2. n |< 4Cn £ i \fin \.
i=l <=1 i=l

It follows at once from condition (c) that the expression on the right-hand side

of the last inequality approaches zero as m and n become infinite. Hence the

third term of (34), which is always less in absolute value than this expression,

must also approach zero as a limit.

That the fourth and fifth terms of the expression (34) approach zero as a

limit as m and n become infinite, may be shown by a discussion analogous to

that used in the case of the second and third terms, the principal difference

being that condition (b) replaces condition (c).

Thus we see that every term in (34) approaches a limit as m and n become

infinite and that every term but the first approaches the limit zero. Hence,

as we have pointed out before, our lemma is completely established.

We are now ready to prove the following theorem:

Theorem IL* If the double series (1) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3,

and the convergence factors fa (a, ß) satisfy the conditions of that lemma and the

following further conditions

(i   i = l   2   3    • • • \
a   ß > 0 ' / '

(/) Hm   [fij(a, ß) ]=/,->• (0, 0) = 1    «,¿«1,2,8, •••),
a, 3=+0

then the series (31) will define a function of a and ß, F (a, ß ), that is continuous

for all positive values of a and ß, and for which

(36) lim  [F (a, ß)] = S,
a, 0=+O

where S is the value of the series (1).

We know from Lemma 3 that under the conditions of that lemma the

series (31) converges to the same value as the series (32) for all positive values

of a and ß. Hence if we can show that under the conditions of the present

theorem the series (32) defines a function of a and ß that is continuous for all

positive values of a and ß and for which (36) is true, our theorem will be

proved.

If we set
S'àl

(37) —— = amn,
mn

* This theorem includes as a special case a theorem proved by Bkomwich and Hardy.

Cf. Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, 2d ser., vol. 2

(1905), p. 161. In the same paper the authors consider series summable by higher means, but

the means used are the analogues of Holder's means for simple series and not of Cesaro's.
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we shall have
lim  [ <imn ] = S.

to, n=o

Hence if we put

(38) 0-mn =   S +   €m„ ,

it will follow that

(39) lim [emn] = 0.
vi, n=<c

By means of (37) and (38) we can reduce the series (32) to the form

(40) S £ ijalfa (a, 0) + £ ijttiMf,j (a, ß).
i,i i,i

We can evaluate the series in the first term of (40) by applying Lemma 3 to

the double series in which

(41) aa = 1,       ay =0 ( i or j > l ).

This series is obviously convergent, and moreover satisfies the restriction (12);

hence by Theorem I it is summable ( C\ ). It therefore follows from Lemma 3

that for this series

(42) £ 8¡)A\fh (a, ß) = £ aufu (a, ß) («,/»> 0).
i.i                                    i,i

Making use of the values of the terms of the series (41) and the definition (2)

of SiH > we have for this series

(43) 8}} = ij (i,j-l, 2, 3, •••).

by means of which equation (42) reduces to the form

(44) £ ijAXfi, (a,ß)=fn(a,ß) (a , ß > 0 ).
i,i

From (44) it follows that the first term in (40) is equal to

Sfn(a,ß).

This quantity is a continuous function of a and ß for all positive values of a and

ß in view of condition (e), and from condition (/) it is seen that it approaches

S as a and ß approach + 0. Since (40) is only another way of writing the

series (32), it only remains to show that the second term of (40) is continuous

for all positive values of a and ß and that it approaches zero as a and ß approach

+ 0. We will show this by proving that the terms of the series in the second

term of (40) are continuous in the region

,ao /«>0,/3>0\
(45) \   «=0 = 0   y
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that the series is uniformly convergent in that region, and that its value is

zero for a = 0 = ß. It will then follow from one of the theorems referred

to at the close of § 1, namely from the theorem that a double series which is

uniformly convergent in a region in which its terms are continuous, defines

there a continuous function, that the second term of (40) has the desired pro-

perties.   Thus our theorem will be completely established.

That the terms of the series in the second term of (40) are continuous in

(45) follows at once from conditions (e) and (/). It remains to be shown then

that the series is uniformly convergent in that region, and that it converges

to zero for a = 0 = ß.

For m and n sufficiently large | e# | becomes less than an arbitrarily

small quantity e by (39), and hence we have

(46)
î>. 5

£yei; Aj/.y (a, ß) <e£ü|A°/„(a, 0)1 < Ke     («,/8>0)f

by (a), Lemma 3.

For a — 0 = ß each term of the series in the second term of (40) is identically

zero, and hence the inequality (46) holds for those values also. Therefore

the series just referred to converges uniformly throughout the region (45)

and, moreover, it converges to zero for a = 0 = ß, since each term is identi-

cally zero for such values. We saw above that the terms of the series were

continuous in (45), and hence, as we pointed out before, our theorem is com-

pletely established.

In Lemma 3 and Theorem II we have assumed that the series in which the

convergence factors were introduced had constant terms. This limitation

was made in order to avoid increasing the complexity of the formulae and also

in order to keep more clearly in mind the central fact of the theorem. More-

over, the extension to the case in which the terms of the series are functions

of one or more variables is easily made. The most important fact in this

connection is stated in the following corollary, where for the sake of definiteness

and because that is the case of most interest in the applications, we restrict

ourselves to series whose terms are functions of two variables.

Corollary.   If the series

•o, «e

£ a¡j(x, y)

is uniformly summable (Cl ) to the function f (x, y) throughout a certain region

R, and moreover

\S<£(x,y)\
mn

< C (TO,n- 1,2,3, •••),
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where C is a positive constant, then the series

PC,  CO

£ aa(x, y)fa(a, ß)
1.1

will converge for all positive values of a and ß and all values of x and y in R, and

its value F (x, y, a, ß) will approach f (x,y) uniformly for all values of x and

y in R, as a and ß approach + 0, provided the convergence factors fa ( a, ß )

satisfy the conditions of Theorem II.

The proof of this corollary requires only slight modifications in the reasoning

of Lemma 3 and Theorem II.

We will next consider the case of convergence factors in series that are

summable (Ck), where k is zero or any positive integer. As in the special

case just treated, we begin by proving a lemma.

Lemma 4.    If the double series (I) is summable (Ck), and moreover

Sw
¡an

(47) i ,(k) < C (m, n = l, 2, 3, •••),

where C is a positive constant, then the series (31) will converge for all positive values

of a and ß, and will have for such values of a and ß the same value as the series

(48) E-S^AÏÎi/.-y («,£),i=i, j=i

which will also converge, provided the convergence factors /,-,- (a, ß) satisfy the

folloicing conditions

oo,   CO

(a) £   ik jk | Alt] fa (a, ß)\ < K a positive constant       ( « , ß > 0 ),
¡=i,j=i

CO

(6) \im mk T,jx\fmj (a, ß)\ = 0 (a,ß>0),
171=00 j=\

CO

(c) lim nkT,ik IU (a, ß)\ = 0 (a,ß>0),
n = <x> Í=l

(d) lim  [mknkfmn(a,ß)]=0 (a,/3>0),
m, n=«o

it being understood that the limiting processes indicated in conditions (a), (b), (c),

and (d), all have a meaning.

Substituting in (33) the value of a,-; given by (9) and rearranging the terms

according to suffixes of S, we obtain the expression *

* For the method of making the required computation see the footnote to Lemma 3.
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—l,n—k—1 ro—k—1, A

¿^ "tí    A-jt£1/;¿+      2-,      "i, n-*+p A*+i'P     /¿, n-k+p
1,1 i=l.p=0

*, n-ft-1

+      2^      &m-ktp,j Ak+l,p+lfm-k+p,
p=0, i=l

(49) + ¿-i ^m-k+p, n-k+p At+i¡ p+i Jm—k+p, n—k+p
p=»

nr    ( -|

I    2-i I      2-1    £>m-k+p, n-k+q "*+l| p+l Jm— k+p, n—k+q   I
p=o L ?=j>+i J

*-i r     i -i

2—i\     2-1    "m—k+q, n—k+p ̂ k + \] q+\ Jm— k+q, n—k+p   !•+

We shall establish our lemma by showing that for a > 0, ß > 0 each of

the terms in the above expression approaches a limit as m and n become

infinite, and that every term but the first approaches the limit zero. Thus

it will follow that the series (31) converges for a > 0, ß > 0, and to the

same limit as the series (48), whose convergence will be established in proving

that the first term of (49) approaches a limit as m and n become infinite.

Consider first the first term in (49). This term is the sum of the

(m — k — 1) (n — k — 1) terms of the series (48) contained in a rectangle

( m — k — 1 ) terms high and ( n — k — 1 ) terms broad, taken from the upper

left-hand corner of that series. In view of (47) and (11), we have for the

general term of (48)

(50) | S% Akkt\ Un | < CM mh nk | A&Î fmn \ ( «, ß > 0 ).

But it follows from condition (a) that the series whose general term is the

expression on the right-hand side of (50) is convergent. Hence the series

(48) is absolutely convergent, and consequently the first term of (49) ap-

proaches a limit as m and n become infinite, this limit being the value of the

convergent series (48).

It remains now to be shown that the other terms in (49) approach the limit

zero as m and n become infinite. The fourth, fifth, and sixth terms of this

expression each consist of a fixed number of terms, that is a number dependent

on k but not on m and n.   Moreover each term is of the form

(51) NSvfi+r, j+t >

where N is a coefficient that is never greater in absolute value than the largest

coefficient in the expansion of (a + b)k+1 (c + d)i+1, i and j are positive

integers that become infinite with m and n, and r and s are integers, each of

which may have any one of the values 0, 1, 2, • • • , k.
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It follows easily from conditions (47) and (d) that an expression of the form

(51) approaches zero as a limit as m and n become infinite. For combining

(47) with (11) we have

| NSisfar, /+. I < NCMij | /,-+r, /+, | =, NCM ( i + r ) ( j + s ) \ fi+r, j+, |.

From condition (d) and the fact "that i and j are integers that become infinite

with m and n, it follows at once that the expression on the right-hand side of

the last inequality approaches zero as m and n become infinite. Hence the

expression on the left-hand side, and consequently the expression (51) approach

zero as m and n become infinite. As the fourth, fifth, and sixth terms of (49)

each consist of a fixed number of terms of the form (51), it follows that they

also approach zero as m and n become infinite.

We have still to consider the second and third terms of (49). Here the

number of terms in the summations is not fixed but varies with m and n,

and we have to make use of conditions (6) and (c) in order to show that the

quantities we are discussing approach zero as m and n become infinite.

For the second term of (49) we have, in view of (47) and (11),

m~£ * s?U„ Affi- "+7.-. -** i ̂  m~£ * I «SU«, I • I Aîîi- >+7i. ^P !
1=1, p=0 i=l, p=0

(52)

< CM "E ' ik \ £ (n - k + p)k | Aft',- *+I/,-. n_t+p 11.
i=i       Lp=o J

But, since

l + (*+l) + (*H¡11)*+--- + (¿+l) + l

+ (k+l) + (k+l)2+(-^P^+ ■■■ + (k+l)2+(k+l)

+.

+ (£+l) + (fc+l)2 + (fe+211)2Ä:+ ... + (k+l)2+(k+l)

+ l+(fc + l)+^|i1-^ + --- + (A; + l)+l = (l+l)*+1(l+l)*+1=4*+1,

it is not difficult to see, if we write out the terms of the various expressions

A*+l        Ji, n-k+p

and make use of the principle that the absolute value of the sum of several

quantities is less than or equal to the sum of the absolute values, that

t,(n-k+p)k\Altl"+ifiin_k+p\
(53) » r i+i \

< 4^i£ (n - k + pf   £ | jV„ _*., I    .
p=0 I q=0 I
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(54)

But

(55)

Combining (52) and (53), we obtain

| m—k-l, k

*->¡, ,¡-k+p ¿H'+l Ji, n-k+p
1=1, p=0

* rm-t-1        I- k+l | ~t

< 4*+! CJ/£ (il -k+p)k\     £    t*      £ I fi+q. n-k+p I .
p=0 L    i=l I •?=<> J J

m—k-i        I k+\ 1 m

£    ¿*      £ I /<+3.»-*+P |       <   (* + 2) £i* |/i. n-
i=l I   ?=0 J t=l

-t+P I '

and hence we have finally, from (54) and (55),

I m—k—1, k

(56)

2-Ê      Si, n-k+p Aj + i' fi,n—k+p
i=\,p=0

< (k +2)4*« CJl/£ (n - Jfe + p)* j £t* I/.-. „-*+P
p=0 }•

It follows without difficulty from condition (c) that the right-hand member

of (56) approaches zero as m and n become infinite. Consequently the left-

hand member, that is to say the second term of (49), approaches zero as m

and n become infinite.

By a discussion precisely analogous to the above we may obtain for the third

term of (49) the inequality

(57)

2-Ê      S„i-k+p,j Ak+l,P+\fm-k+p, j
p=0,j=l

<(k+2)4k+lCM2Z(m-k + p)k\2Zjk\fm-k+p,j
p=o I J=l

By means of this inequality and condition (b) we may infer at once that the

third term of (49) approaches zero as m and n become infinite.

We have now shown that each term in (49) approaches a limit as m and n

become infinite, and that every term but the first approaches the limit zero.

Hence, as we have pointed out before, our lemma is completely established.

With the aid of Lemma 4 we can prove the following theorem :

Theorem III.*   // the double series (1) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4,

and the convergence factors fa (a, ß) satisfy the conditions of that lemma and the

following further conditions

(e) fa (a, ß) is continuous in a and ß   Í   '     a   « > n '       ) '

* Theorem III is a generalization to the case of double series of a theorem for simple series

due to Bromwich. Cf. Mathematische Annalen, vol. 65 (1908), p. 358. Re-

cently Bromwich's theorem has been generalized to the case of simple series whose order of

summability is non-integral by Chapman and by Ottolenghi. Cf. Proceedings of

the London Mathematical Society, ser. 2, vol. 9 (1911), p. 382, and G io male
di Matematichedi Battaglini, vol. 49 (1911), p. 245.
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(f) Hm   [fa {a, ß)]= f¡j (0, 0) = 1       (i.i-1,2,3, •••),
a,S=+0

then the series (31) will define a function of a and ß, F (a, ß), that is con-

tinuous for all positive values of a and ß, and for which

lim   [F (a, ß)] = S,
o,8=+0

where S is the value of the series (1).

The above theorem is proved with the aid of Lemma 4 in almost precisely

the same manner that Theorem II was proved with the aid of Lemma 3.

Practically the only changes in the wording of the proof which are not merely

those of notation consist in the substitution for the equality (43), of the

equality

which follows from (2) and (8), and the use of the inequality (11) in proving

the uniform convergence of the series that corresponds to the series in the

second term of (40).

A corollary to the present theorem that bears the same relation to it that

the corollary to Theorem II does to that theorem may be established without

difficulty.

§ 3.    The Summability of the Double Fourier's Series at Points of Continuity

of the Function Developed.*

We will begin this section by stating that wherever we refer to a function

as being finite and integrable, the statement is to be taken in the sense that the

function has an integral according to the definition of Lebesgue.

We will now proceed to prove several lemmas that are needed in the proof

of our principal theorem.

Lemma 5.   Let R be a region in the a, ß-plane lying within the square whose

* The convergence of the double Fourier's series has been studied by Krause, Hardy,

Vergerio, and W. H. Young. Cf. Young's memoir in the Proceedings of the

London Mathematical Society, (ser. 2, vol. 11 (1912), p. 133), where reference to

the other writers is made. In the paper just cited, Young has also considered the summa-

bility, and has obtained the result stated in Theorem IV of this section. The present paper

was completed and sent to editors some time before the appearance of Young's paper, and the

results of this section were indicated in an abstract of part of the paper published in-the

Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society (vol. 18 (1912), p. 223),

also before the appearance of Young's paper. The writer has also studied the summability

of the double Fourier's series at points of discontinuity of the function developed, as is indicated

in the abstract just referred to and in a note published in the Comptes Rendus (vol.

154 (1912), p. 126). The results obtained in this connection will be incorporated in another

paper.
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sides are a — ± ( ir — pi), ß — ± (v — pi ) where pi is a small positive

quantity, and such that no point öf R lies within the circle whose center is at the

origin and whose radius is p2, where p2 is another small positive quantity. Then,

if <p (a, ß) is a function that is finite and integrable in the region R, the limit

/,«v ,. 1    ff    ,       ^ sin2 ma   sin2 nß ,    ,1
(58)       J^l™JJs<°> ß)i^'iMßdadß\

will exist and be equal to zero.

Let us represent by M the upper limit of the absolute value of <p (a, ß)

in the region R, and by p the smaller of the two positive quantities pi-and

p2\V2.   Let e be a given positive quantity, arbitrarily small, and let q be

a positive integer such that
4*23/      e

(59 ^"2-<o-q sin2 p     2

We will show that for value of m and n greater than q, the absolute value of

the expression in brackets in (58) is less than e. Thus our lemma will be

established.

Let us divide the region R into two parts, Ri and R%, such that Äi contains

all the points for which | a \ < p2 / V2, and Ri contains all the points for which

I öl 15 p» / V2. It may happen that there are no points such that \ a | < p2 / V2;

in that case R2 will coincide with R. For any point of R we have from the

conditions of our lemma.

a2 + l?5 pi

and since for the points of Ri

a  < -^ ,

it follows on subtracting the second inequality from the first that

P>PÎ 5P2

for all points in Ri.    We have then

I   1    CC     i      ^shymasin2^
— I   I   <p (a, ß) —r-r-.   2    dadß

\mnJJHl sin2 a   sin2/3

,    . —   1    C C ,     ,      r., ,sin2OTasin2 nß ,    ,_
(60) < — <p (a, ß)\ -i-i--r—dadß

mnjJui sin2 a    sin2/3

If        T T sin2 ma ,    ,„
-r-y- —r-:—dadß.
sin2 p J JÄ   sin' a

<   M
mn sin-
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But
1   CC sin2 ma,    ,„      1   C"  í" sin2 ma J   ,B      .  ,

(61) — I . .     dadß<- . .     dadß = 4ir2,
mj JRl sin2 a m J_„ J_„  sin2 a

a result which follows easily from the relation

•■t/2.7T      1   r12 sin2 na,
o = - I      -—— da
2      n J0      sin- a

established in Fejér's paper.*   Hence, combining  (60),  (61), and  (59) we

obtain

,„~, i   1    C C     ,       „s sin2 ma    sin2 nß ,    ,„
(62) j— <?(«, /3)-v-v— • -~dadß

\mn J JRl sin2 a       sin2p

4t2 Af      e

n sin2 p     2
< _ ... 2    < ñ      (n = 5).

If Pi has an area equal to zero, it is obvious that (62) still holds.

Since for all points of R2, \a\^p2/ V2, we may obtain in an entirely similar

manner

,„„, !  1    C C     ,      ~, sin2 ma   sin2 nß ,    ,„
63 - ipia.ß)—^-^r^dadß

\mn J JKl sin2a      sin2ß

Combining (62) and (63) we have

sin2 ma   sin2 nß

47T2Af e     ,     _    ,
<-rT-<«     (m>g)

m sin^ p     2

1    rf    ,       „, sin2 ma   sm2nß .    ,„
-      La, /8) —T-5-^dadß
mnJJs sin2 a      sin2p

< e       (»,» = «),

and as pointed out before, our lemma is established.

Lemma 6.    If h, hi, k, and ki are positive numbers less than r, the limit

v ri c r sin2 ma ̂ ^^^ ^1
m!^Ymnw2J_hlJ_kl  sin2«      sin2/3   a    J

will exist and be equal to unity.

The expression in brackets in (64) may be written in the form

,n»     1     C12 rß sin2 ma   sin2 nß ,   ,„ ,    1    ffl   sin2m«   sin2 nß ,   ,„
65   -2 -r-.-^fdadß±- -2- -r-j-^~dadß

mrnr J_„l2J_„/2 sura      snrp mnj JRicc    sin''a      snrp

where R is used to represent the region that must be added to or subtracted

from the square whose sides are a = = §t , ß = = §w, in order to produce the

rectangle whose sides are a = h, a — — hi, ß = k, ß = — ki. It follows at

once from Lemma 5 that the limit of the second term in (65), as m and n

become infinite, is zero, and hence it only remains to determine the limit of

the first term.

* L. c, p. 55. Also Carslaw, Introduction to the Theory of Fourier's Series and Integrals, etc.,

p. 142. In Fejér's original paper there is a misprint in some of the formulae on the page quoted,

*• occurring instead of \t .
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That term may be written in the form

[ mir J_„l2 sin2 a       J I nir J_„ß sur ß

But we know from Fejér's work * that the value of this expression for any

positive, integral values of m and n is unity. Hence its limit as m and n

become infinite is unity, and since the limit of the second term in (65) is zero,

it follows that the limit of (65), as m and n become infinite, is unity.

Lemma 7. Let R be a region in the a, ß-plane lying within the square whose

sides are a = =fc ( ir — pi ), ß = =t ( ir — pi) where pi is a small positive

quantity, and such that the point a = 0, ß = 0 lies within or on the boundary of

R.    Then if <p (a, ß) is a function that is finite and integrable in R, the limit

,„/>% ,. 1    ff    ,      „sin2 ma   sin2 nß ,    ,1

(66)      ¿dwJi^^^-i^^J

will exist and be equal to zero, provided

(67) lim l>(a,/3)] = 0.
a. 8=0

In view of (67) we may choose p2 so small that

(68) \<p(a,ß)\<^ (<*+P<ef),

where e is an arbitrarily small, positive quantity. Let us divide R into parts,

i?i and R2, where Ri is the circle with center at the origin and radius equal

to P2, or such part of that circle as is included in R, and R2 is the rest of R.

It follows at once from Lemma 5 that

1    CC     ,      „,sin2wta   sin2m/3 ,    ,„~1

and hence we can choose q so large that

,™s I  1    CC     ,     r. s sin2 ma sin2 nß .   ,„(69) W.J^'^^W^

Moreover, in view of (68),

< -     (m, n^q).

* See the previous footnote.
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-  I   I   <p(«,
mn J JB¡

„. sin2 ma   sin2 nß ,    ,„
ß)-^-2-^~dadß

sira     sin-p

< — I I ^(".^I'-^^r-^T^^

«   f   1    r C sin2 ma   sin2 n/? ,   T„ 1

<70> <^l^JI^u^--siii2T^i
_!_{ JL f"*  f"2 sin2 ma    sin2 nfl
2t2 j »?m J_„;2 J_„/2 sin2 a      sin2 ß

_ .npta^ i rif-g- i   ..
2tt2 L wi J_T/2 sin2 a       J    |_raJ-,r/2 sin2 (3      J     2

Combining (69) and (70) we have

I   1    CC    .      „, sin2 ma   sin2 nß ,    ,  I . _    .
-       |  *>(«, j3)—r-ï-r^~dadß\< «       (TO.n^g),

| mnj JÄ sin2 a      sin^ p ¡

from which our lemma follows at once.

Remark.—In the three previous lemmas it was not found necessary to place

any restriction on the behavior of the ratio of m and n as these two quantities

become infinite. It may be noted further that the conclusions of these lemmas

hold equally well if, instead of letting m and n become infinite together, we

let m become infinite first, holding n fixed, and then let n become infinite, or

vice versa. We have not insisted on this latter point in the proofs of the

lemmas, because it is not of much importance in the applications we have in

view.

We are now ready to consider the summability of the development of a

function of two variables, f (x, y), in a double Fourier's series, that is the

summability of the double series

(71) £    9mW+^iW i I       j   f(x',y')Pmn(x,y,x',y')dx'dy'
ra=l,n=l * «   J_„   J_n

(72) Pmn(x,y,x',y') = cos[(m-\)(x'-x)]cos{(n-\)(y'-y)\

E (z) being used as in the theory of numbers to represent the largest integer

contained in z.

Theorem IV.   If the function f (x, y) is finite and integrable in the region

(73) (— v^X^ir,  -ir^î/^Tr),

the development of the function in a double Fourier's series will be summable

* See the previous footnote.
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(Cl) to the value of the function at every interior point of the region (73) at

which the function is continuous.

We have for the series (71)*

S£>(*, y)    8»(*,y)
A^l mn

If we set

(74) x'-x = 2a,       y'-y=2ß,

we obtain

(75) «i£^ . i f~" r-Va.. ,+2ß) «F. *»**.
v   '       mn mnir2J_(,+J.)/2J_(w+y)/2 *        ' sura     sin2/3       ^

If we can show that the expression on the right-hand side of (75) approaches

/ ( x, y ) as a limit as m and n become infinite, at any interior point of the region

(73) at which/ (x, y) is continuous, our theorem will be established.

Let us put

(76) <p(a,ß)=f(x-\-2a,y+2ß)-f(x,y).

The right-hand side of (75) may then be written in the form

f(x,y)  C(-'-x)ß P''-"^sin2ma   sin2nß

nm-é   J-(nwîJ-(*+v)ii sin2a     sin2/3

1       /•(—-w /H—»vi sin2 ma   sin2 np" ,    ,
H-il I <p(a,ß)-^-2-r~dadß.

mms2 J_(w+x)/2J-(„+v)ii am2 a     sin2/3

But from its definition <p (a, ß) is finite and integrable in the region of inte-

gration of the integrals in (77), and moreover

lim [<p(a, ß)] = 0,

provided f (x,y) is continuous at the point (x, y). It therefore follows from

Lemma 7 that the second term in (77) approaches zero as a limit as m and n

become infinite, provided (x, y) is an interior point of the region (73) and

f (x, y) is continuous at that point. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 6

that the first term in (77), and therefore the whole expression (77), approaches

as a limit / ( x, y ) as m and n become infinite. But since (77) is equal to the

right-hand side of (75), it follows that the limit of that expression as m and n

become infinite is / ( x, y ).   Our theorem is, therefore, proved.

* This follows at once from the corresponding reduction for the ordinary Fourier's series.
See Fejér, 1. c, p. 54.   Also Carslaw, 1. c, p. 141.

(77)
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Corollary 1. If f (x, y) satisfies the conditions of Theorem IV, its Fourier's

development will be uniformly summable to f (x, y) throughout any region whose

boundary is interior to the boundary of a region of continuity of f (x, y).

If we make use of the principle that a function of two variables is uniformly

continuous in any closed region in which it is continuous, it requires only a

slight modification of the reasoning in Lemmas 5 and 7 and Theorem IV to

establish this corollary.

Before stating the second corollary to Theorem IV we wish to introduce a

definition which will serve to simplify somewhat its statement. If a double

series has each of its rows summable (Ck), and the series formed from the values

of the rows is summable (Ck), we will say that the double series is summable

(Ck) by rows, and we will ascribe to it the value of the series formed from the

values of the rows. We define in a similar manner a double series summable

(Ck) by columns, and the value of such a series.

We are now ready to state the following corollary :

Corollary 2. 7// (x,y) satisfies the conditions of Theorem IV, its Fourier's

development will be summable ( Cl ) by rows or by columns at every interior point

of the region (73) at which f (x,y) is continuous, and to the value of the function.

The proof of this corollary * follows from the remark at the end of Lemma 7

in the same manner that the proof of Theorem IV follows from Lemmas 5, 6,

and 7.

For the applications to mathematical physics we have in view, we need to

know something about the behavior of the Fourier's development of / ( x, y)

throughout the whole region (73) in cases where there are points of discon-

tinuity of the function in the region. The necessary information is embodied

in the following theorem:

Theorem V. If f(x, y) satisfies the conditions of Theorem IV, we shall

have for its Fourier's development

mnc?» i<s£tí<*(-r¿:;i:,--..,í.rf.>
where M and L are the upper and lower limits of f (x, y) in the region (73).

In view of equation (75), we have

L    (**-*»* Civ~m sin2 ma  sin2nß

'J-(ir+x)ßJ-(*mnir2J_{n+x)ßJ_(w+y)li sin2 a     sin2p"

jS&(g,y)      M f1'-'"  /^'-^sin2ma   sin2nj3

mn J-iw+xM J-(*+v)ii sin2 a     sin2 ß

• We should note that this corollary is also an almost immediate consequence of Fejer's

theorem about the summability of an ordinary Fourier's series, for it follows at once from two

successive applications of that theorem. However, we cannot in this way obtain Theorem IV

from Fejer's theorem, for a double series summable by rows or columns is not necessarily

summable as a double series, a fact that may be inferred at once from a theorem due to Prings-

HEIM (cf. Münchener Berichte (1897), p. 107).
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But

<ir-¥)/2 gm2 ma     sJn2 nß

J—(v+x)l2 J—(n

0 dadß
+v)ß sin2 a     snrp

V J-^+x)ß sm2 a       / \ J_(„+!,)/2 sin2 ß      )
1,*

and therefore our theorem follows at once.

§ 4.   Application.

We will now illustrate the application of the above results to problems of

mathematical physics by considering a problem in the flow of heat. Suppose

we wish to determine at any instant the temperature of any point of a thin

rectangular plate, whose perimeter is kept at the temperature zero and whose

initial temperature we know. Let 6 be the length and c the breadth of the

plate, and f (x, y) be a function of two variables that gives us the initial

temperature of the plate at each point when we take the lower left-hand corner

of the plate as the origin and the sides of lengths 6 and c as x and y axes re-

spectively. Then the ordinary, formal method of constructing a solution

for problems of this type gives us for the temperature of any point at any

instant t

(79) £    «*.(*, y, 0*4   £    omne-"s''^+-i^sin^Sin^.
TO=l,n=l OCm=l,n=l 0 C

where

(80) a»« = jf£f (x',y') sin~sin^f dx'dy'.

In order to prove that the double series (79) is really the desired solution,

we must show that it converges and defines a continuous function of x, y,

and t in the region

(81) 0^x^6,       0=y^c,       <>0,

that it satisfies throughout this region the equation

(82) dF-aAaV + oyj'

that it approaches / ( Xi, yi ) as / approaches zero through positive values and

* See Fejér, 1. c, p. 60.
t Cf. Byerlt, An Elementary Treatise on Fourier's Series, etc., p. 142, ex. 4. An analogous

problem in three dimensions that can be treated rigorously by means of the generalizations

referred to in the Introduction, in a manner precisely similar to the present treatment, may be

found in Carslaw, Fourier's Series and Integrals, p. 307.
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x and y approach £1 and yi, provided (x\,y{) is a point in the interior of a

region throughout which/ (x, y ) is continuous, and that it remains finite when

t approaches zero through positive values and x and y approach the coordinates

of any point of the region

(83) O^x^b,       O^y^c.

That the series (79) is convergent, and in fact absolutely convergent in the

region (81), provided f(x, y) is finite and integrable in the region (83), is

easily shown.    For, on account of the presence of the convergence factor

we have for the general term, u„,n ( x, y, t), of the series

(85) |«-(ï,ï,OI<^     (0£x£b,0£VSe,0<U£t),

where K is a positive constant and t0 a positive constant as small as we please,

provided f (x, y) is finite and integrable in (83). Since the right-hand side

of (85) is the general term of a convergent double series of positive terms, it

follows that (79) converges absolutely in the region

(86) 0^a:<:&,       O^y^c,       0<t0^.t,

and therefore, since t0 is arbitrary, in the region (81). That the function it

defines there is continuous can also be shown by means of the inequality (85)

for it follows from this inequality and the test for uniform convergence stated

at the end of § 1, that (79) is uniformly convergent in the region (86). Since

also its terms are continuous there, it follows that it defines a continuous

function in (86), or since t0 is arbitrary, in (81).

We wish next to show that the function defined by (79) satisfies the equation

(82) throughout the region (81). Each term of the series obviously satisfies

this equation, and hence if we can show that we have a right to form the

several derivatives involved by differentiating the series term by term, it will

follow that the function defined by the series satisfies this equation. The

proof that we have a right to differentiate the series term by term is similar

to the proof of the continuity of the function defined by the series, the principal

difference being that the present proof rests on the uniform convergence of

the derived series and the theorem that we have a right to differentiate a con-

vergent double series if the resulting series is uniformly convergent irrthe region

under consideration.    The details of this proof are easily carried through.

It remains finally to show that when t approaches zero through positive
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values, and x and y approach xi and yi, the function defined by the series will

approach/ (*i, yi) when (xi, yi) is an interior point of a region of continuity

of / ( x, y ), and will remain finite when this is not the case.

In order to establish these facts we must make use of some of the results

we have obtained with regard to convergence factors in double series. It will

be observed that the convergence factors of the form (84) are, for any particular

values of m and n, functions of a single variable ¿, whereas the convergence

factors we have dealt with previously were functions of two variables.*

However, there was nothing in the conditions of the theorems on convergence

factors to prevent there being a relation between the two arguments of the

convergence factors, and if we set

a2*2* n     a2^2¿

(87) a = -^~'       ß = ~cT~'

the convergence factors of the form (84) assume the form

(88) «-<*■+■*>,

a form to which the conditions of Theorem II can be applied at once.

Our results on convergence factors must be used in connection with some

of the results we have obtained with regard to the summability of the double

Fourier's series, in order to establish the facts in question. It follows from

Corollary 1 of Theorem IV by a change of variable, that the series (79) without

the convergence factors is uniformly summable (Cl) tof(x,y) throughout

some small region surrounding any interior point of a region of continuity of

f (x,y). Hence if we can show that the convergence factors of the form (88)

satisfy the conditions of Theorem II, it will follow from the corollary of that

theorem that the function defined by (79) approaches f (x, y) uniformly

throughout the small region above referred to, as the a and ß defined by (87)

approach + 0, or what is the same thing, as ¿ approaches + 0. From this

we shall be able to conclude at once that the function defined by (79) approaches

/ (x\> Vi) as x and y approach xi and yi and ¿ approaches + 0, provided

(xi, yi) is an interior point of a region of continuity of / (x, y).

It only remains then, in order to establish the result just stated, to show

that the convergence factors of the form (88) satisfy the conditions of Theorem

II. These conditions include the conditions of Lemma 3 and the conditions

(e) and (/). It is obvious that conditions (e) and (/) and condition (d) of

Lemma 3 are satisfied; it remains to be shown that conditions (a), (b), and

(c) of Lemma 3 are satisfied.

* Our object in considering convergence factors that were functions of two variables was,

of course, to obtain results of greater generality.
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Let us consider first condition (6).    We have obviously

K
| e-(TOSao+»W | < (w   n = l,2, 3, •••),

m*nl

where K is a positive constant, provided a0 and ß0 are any constants greater

than zero.   Hence

where Ki is a positive constant, and hence condition (6) of Lemma 3 is satis-

fied by the convergence factors of the form (88).   That condition (c) is satis-

fied may be shown in a manner entirely similar, and hence it only remains to

be proved that condition (a) is satisfied.

We have by direct computation

(89)   Aî«-°",k+"w = [e-"** - 2e-<m+1>2'' + e-<m+2?*]. [e-»!<» _ 2e~(-n+m + <Ttn+w].

It follows then that

£%' I Ale-^*» | = [ £ i («"*• - 2e-(t+1^ + <r<<+2)S*)]

• [ £ i («■** - 2e-(-'+1^ + e-«+w ) 1,

and hence (a) will hold for some K provided K can be so chosen that

(90) £ 11 e-0" - 2e-(<+,)2" + e^2* \ < VK ( u > 0 ).

Therefore it only remains to be shown that the inequality (90) holds for a

proper choice of K.

We have evidently

(91) e-«u-2e-{i+iy* + e-(i-f2»'=e-<i+'*i{4(i+6)2u2-2u} (0<9<2),

whence it follows that the terms in the series

(92) ¿t ( «-*■ - 2<T(,+1>S« + e-«*2*1 )

are negative for i = 1,2, • • •, so long as ( i + 2 ) is less than ( 2n )-1'2, and

are positive for all values of i greater than ( 2m )-1'2. Thus the series consists

of a group of negative terms followed by two terms of uncertain sign and an

infinite set of positive terms. But it follows at once from (91), that a positive

constant can be assigned such that each individual term of the series is less

in absolute value than this constant.   Hence K can be chosen so that the
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inequality (90) holds, provided any sequence of positive or of negative terms

that we can choose from (92) is less in absolute value than a fixed, positive

constant.    Any such set of terms

p (e~p'u - 2e-("+1)2" + c-(''+2)2u) +••■ + </ (c-q°-u - 2iT(«+1)2" + e-(«+2)î")

has the sum

(93) pe-''" - (p - 1 ) e-<^»!» - (q + 1 ) e-c«+»- + qe-W«

which differs from

(94) p ( e-r» - e-W» ) - ( q + 1 ) ( <r<«+1>Su - c-<«+2>2» )

by at most unity.    But

| m (e-'"!" - e-<-m+^a) | = | vic^"l+^"{ - 2 (m + 6) u\ \

(95)
< 2(m+ d)2ue-<m+er-u    (0<e<l),

and since pe~9 is limited for p > 0, the left-hand member of (95) is limited

for all positive, integral values of m and all values of u > 0. Hence the same

is true of (94) and (93), and therefore any sequence of positive or negative

terms chosen from (92) is less in absolute value than a fixed positive constant

for all values of u > 0. Hence (90) holds, and consequently, as we have

pointed out before, condition (a) is satisfied.

We have now shown that the convergence factors of the form (88) satisfy

all the conditions of Theorem II. It therefore follows, as we have pointed out

before, that the function defined by (79) approaches /(Xi, yi) as a; and y

approach a*i and ?/i and t approaches + 0, provided ( x\, yi ) is an interior

point of a region of continuity oi f (x, y). It remains to be shown that the

function defined by (79) remains finite as t approaches + 0 and x and y

approach the coordinates of any point in the region (83) in order to complete

the proof that this function furnishes the desired solution of our physical

problem.

We have seen that the convergence factors of the form (88) satisfy all the

conditions of Lemma 3. It follows then from that lemma that for all positive

values of a and ß, that is to say for all values of ¿ > 0, the series

(96) £   S(!](x,y)Ale-lt^ßß)
i=ij=i

converges to the same value as the series (79). But, since/ (x, y) is finite

and integrable in the region (83), it follows from Theorem V that

\Sy(x,y)\<Cij (¿'d*~M*¿i'v'¿¡c)>
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where C is a positive constant. Combining this result with the fact that con-

dition (a) of Lemma 3 is satisfied by the convergence factors in (79), we have

£   8}}(x,y)Ale-«'*+™ ^   £   \$ij(x,y)\-\Ale-<*-»»\

<~£jij\A\e^™\<CK    (oa.Jv!oâf*.)'

and hence it follows that the series (96) remains finite for all positive values

of a and ß and all values of x and y in the region (83). But since the series

(79) converges to the same value as the series (96) for all values of t > 0, it fol-

lows that the function defined by the series (79) remains finite as t approaches

+ 0 and x and y approach the coordinates of any point in the region (83).

Hence the function defined by (79) furnishes the desired solution of our

physical problem.

Paris,
December, 1911.


